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Parent BurnoutAlpha
International
What's it like to wake up to
the reality of climate
change--while also trying
to raise small children? As
parents, how do we act on
our values when we're
already exhausted from the
day-to-day challenges of
parenting? After an
unconventional journey to
motherhood in 2016,
Elizabeth Bechard found
herself struggling with
climate anxiety and grief.
As a coach, she had also
noticed a troubling trend of
rising climate dread in her
clients, all of whom were
struggling with various

forms of infertility and
pregnancy loss. 'Parenting
in a Changing Climate'
blends intimate memoir with
Bechard's experience as a
coach and researcher,
drawing on science from the
study of climate
psychology, science
communication, health
disparities, resilience, and
behavior change. This book
offers practical tools,
resources, and inspiration
for parents who are worried
about the planet future
generations will inherit and
who want to find ways to
cultivate resilience and take
action on behalf of the
children they love.

Parenting Stress JLML Press
At a time when many boys are
in crisis, a much-needed
roadmap for helping boys
grow into strong and
compassionate men Over the
past two decades there has
been an explosion of new
studies that have expanded
our knowledge of how boys
think and feel. In How to Raise
a Boy, psychologist Michael
Reichert draws on his decades
of research to challenge age-
old conventions about how
boys become men. Reichert
explains how the paradigms
about boys needing to be stoic
and "man like" can actually
cause them to shut down,
leading to anger, isolation, and
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disrespectful or even
destructive behaviors. The key
to changing the culture lies in
how parents, educators, and
mentors help boys develop
socially and emotionally.
Reichert offers readers step-by-
step guidance in doing just this
by: Listening and observing,
without judgment, so that boys
know they're being heard.
Helping them develop strong
connections with teachers,
coaches, and other role
models Encouraging them to
talk about their feelings about
the opposite sex and stressing
the importance of respecting
women Letting them know that
they don't have to "be a man"
or "suck it up," when they are

experiencing physical or
emotional pain. Featuring the
latest insights from psychology
and neuroscience, How to
Raise a Boy will help those
who care for young boys and
teenagers build a boyhood that
will enable them to grow into
confident, accomplished and
kind men.
The Stationery
Office
All families change
over time.
Sometimes a baby is
born, or a grown-up
gets married. And
sometimes a child
gets a new foster

parent or a new
adopted mom or dad.
Children need to
know that when this
happens, it’s not
their fault. They
need to understand
that they can
remember and value
their birth family
and love their new
family, too.
Straightforward
words and full-
color illustrations
offer hope and
support for
children facing or
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experiencing change.
Includes resources
and information for
birth parents,
foster parents,
social workers,
counselors, and
teachers.
Elevating Child Care: A Guide to
Respectful Parenting Back Bay
Books
In this New York Times
bestseller, one of America's
premier child psychologists offers
a must-read account of the dismal
state of parenting today, and a
vision for how we can better
prepare our children for the
challenges of the adult world In
The Collapse of Parenting,

internationally acclaimed author
Leonard Sax argues that rising
levels of obesity, depression, and
anxiety among young people can
be traced to parents abdicating
their authority. The result is
children who have no standard of
right and wrong, who lack
discipline, and who look to their
peers and the Internet for
direction. Sax shows how parents
must reassert their authority - by
limiting time with screens, by
encouraging better habits at the
dinner table, and by teaching
humility and perspective - to
renew their relationships with
their children. Drawing on nearly
thirty years of experience as a
family physician and psychologist,
along with hundreds of interviews

with children, parents, and
teachers, Sax offers a blueprint
parents can use to help their
children thrive in an increasingly
complicated world.
Authentic Parenting Power
Stanford University Press
An accessible blueprint to
embolden our daughters to be
critical thinkers, fearless doers,
and joyful change agents for
our future—from the proud
mother of teen activist Marley
Dias, founder of
1000BLACKGIRLBOOKS.
“A powerful resource for
caregivers trying to raise
courageous girls . . . It’s my
go-to and my how-
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to.”—Kwame Alexander,
New York Times bestselling
author of Light for the World
to See Renowned sociologist
Dr. Janice Johnson Dias has
devoted her life to nurturing
and training girls to become
change-makers—whether
through her investment in her
daughter Marley’s
humanitarian projects or
through her work with the
GrassROOTS Community
Foundation’s
“SuperCamp.” In these
unprecedented times, her
work has never been more
urgent, as parents find

themselves asking: How do we
teach our children to change
the world? Dr. Johnson Dias
knows that self-realized girls
are created through
intentional parenting. And so
she asks parents to make
deliberate choices—from
babyhood through
adolescence—that will give
their girls the resources and
foundation to take hold of
their own futures and to create
sustainable social change.
Unlike other parenting
experts, Dr. Johnson Dias
doesn’t urge parents to focus
solely on their children.

Instead, she tasks them with a
personal challenge: to find
their own joy. Just as Dr.
Johnson Dias brings her own
jubilant passion to parenting,
mentoring, and teaching, she
inspires caregivers to do the
same. Using cutting-edge
research and Dr. Johnson
Dias’s own experiences,
Parent Like It Matters offers
information and strategies for
making discussions of racism
and sexism a daily practice,
identifying heroes and
mentors, educating yourselves
together, and uncovering your
girl’s passions and what
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issues drive her the most.
Parenting is enormous work; it
can be as overwhelming as it is
fulfilling. Within the pages of
Parent Like It Matters, parents
will find the invaluable tools
they need to raise resilient,
optimistic girls who determine
for themselves what their
world will look like.
The Parenting Book Zondervan
Janet Lansbury’s advice on
respectful parenting is quoted and
shared by millions of readers
worldwide. Inspired by the
pioneering parenting philosophy
of her friend and mentor, Magda
Gerber, Janet’s influential voice
encourages parents and child care

professionals to perceive babies as
unique, capable human beings with
natural abilities to learn without
being taught; to develop motor and
cognitive skills; communicate; face
age appropriate struggles; initiate
and direct independent play for
extended periods; and much more.
Once we are able to view our
children in this light, even the most
common daily parenting
experiences become stimulating
opportunities to learn, discover,
and to connect with our child.
“Elevating Child Care” is a
collection of 30 popular and widely
read articles from Janet’s website
that focus on some of the most
common infant/toddler issues:
eating, sleeping, diaper changes,
communication, separation, focus

and attention span, creativity,
boundaries, and more. Eschewing
the quick-fix ‘tips and tricks’ of
popular parenting culture, Janet’s
insightful philosophy lays the
foundation for a closer, more
fulfilling parent/child relationship,
and children who grow up to be
authentic, confident, successful
adults.
Two Homes, One Childhood
CreateSpace
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER �
NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FINALIST � A
“stunning” (America
Ferrera) YA novel about a
teenager coming to terms with
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losing her sister and finding
herself amid the pressures,
expectations, and stereotypes
of growing up in a Mexican
American home—from the
author of Crying in the
Bathroom “Alive and
crackling—a gritty tale
wrapped in a page-turner.
”—The New York Times
Perfect Mexican daughters do
not go away to college. And
they do not move out of their
parents’ house after high
school graduation. Perfect
Mexican daughters never
abandon their family. But Julia
is not your perfect Mexican

daughter. That was Olga’s
role. Then a tragic accident on
the busiest street in Chicago
leaves Olga dead and Julia left
behind to reassemble the
shattered pieces of her family.
And no one seems to
acknowledge that Julia is
broken, too. Instead, her
mother seems to channel her
grief into pointing out every
possible way Julia has failed.
But it’s not long before Julia
discovers that Olga might not
have been as perfect as
everyone thought. With the
help of her best friend Lorena,
and her first love, first

everything boyfriend Connor,
Julia is determined to find out.
Was Olga really what she
seemed? Or was there more to
her sister’s story? And either
way, how can Julia even
attempt to live up to a
seemingly impossible ideal?
Families Change Penguin
This second edition of
"Children's needs - parenting
capacity" updates the original
exploration of the research
literature in the light of legal
and policy changes in
England and findings from
more recent national and
international research. The
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edition has also been expanded
to cover parental learning
disabilities and how it may
impact on parenting and
children's health and
development. The findings
show that these parenting
issues affect children
differently depending on their
age and individual
circumstances. While some
children grow up apparently
unscathed, others exhibit
emotional and behavioural
disorders. This knowledge can
inform practitioners
undertaking assessments of the
needs of children and their

families and effective service
responses. This publication is
essential reading for
practitioners, managers and
policy makers concerned with
improving the outcomes for
children and families who are
experiencing such problems.
Positive Parenting Vintage
Canada
Are you struggling to connect
with your child now that they've
left the nest? Are you feeling the
tension and heartache as your
relationship dynamic begins to
change? In Doing Life with Your
Adult Children, bestselling
author and parenting expert Jim
Burns provides practical advice

and hopeful encouragement for
navigating this tough yet
rewarding transition. If you've
raised a child, you know that
parenting doesn't stop when they
turn eighteen. In many ways,
your relationship gets even more
complicated--your heart and
your head are as involved as ever,
but you can feel things shifting,
whether your child lives under
your roof or rarely stays in
contact. Doing Life with Your
Adult Children helps you
navigate this rich and challenging
season of parenting. Speaking
from his own personal and
professional experience, Burns
offers practical answers to the
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most common questions he's
received over the years,
including: My child's choices are
breaking my heart--where did I
go wrong? Is it OK to give advice
to my grown child? What's the
difference between enabling and
helping? What boundaries
should I have if my child moves
back home? What do I do when
my child doesn't seem to be
maturing into adulthood? How
do I relate to my grown child's
significant other? What does it
mean to have healthy financial
boundaries? How can I support
my grown children when I don't
support their values? Including
positive principles on bringing

kids back to faith, ideas on how
to leave a legacy as a
grandparent, and
encouragement for every
changing season, Doing Life with
Your Adult Children is a unique
book on your changing role in a
calling that never ends.
The Gift of Failure Penguin
“An encyclopedic exploration
of the most effective methods
for giving children the courage
to realize their full potential.”
— ADELE FABER, author of
How to Talk So Kids Will Listen
& Listen So Kids Will Talk
WINNER: Nautilus Book
Award, Foreword Indies Award,
Independent Publishers Book

Award, Readers Choice Award,
National Indie Excellence Award
and Family Choice Award.
NEW TOOLS AND A
GROUNDBREAKING
FORMULA FOR SOLVING
VIRTUALLY ANY
PARENTING CHALLENGE
WITHOUT PUNISHMENTS,
REWARDS OR BRIBERY.
ParentShift is an award-winning
book that marries modern
research and science with the
work of some of the greatest
child psychologists of our time.
The advice, which applies to
children of any age, is built into a
flexible, common-sense
approach. Unlike any other
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parenting book on the market,
ParentShift transforms families
by showing parents precisely
how to solve short-term
challenges, prevent long-term
problems and build strong
relationships with kids — all at
the same time. In this book,
readers will learn to: � Respond
thoughtfully to outbursts and
tantrums. � Set age-appropriate
limits and boundaries. �
Prepare children to meet life’s
challenges. � Ensure kids
become strong boundary-setters.
� Curtail power struggles and
sibling rivalry. � Move beyond
timeouts, reward charts and
other outdated tactics. � Build

open, trusting parent-child bonds
that keep kids turning to parents,
instead of peers, for guidance.
Good Parenting Through Your
Divorce Crossway
The New York Times bestselling,
groundbreaking manifesto on the
critical school years when parents
must learn to allow their children
to experience the disappointment
and frustration that occur from
life’s inevitable problems so that
they can grow up to be successful,
resilient, and self-reliant adults
Modern parenting is defined by an
unprecedented level of
overprotectiveness: parents who
rush to school at the whim of a
phone call to deliver forgotten
assignments, who challenge
teachers on report card

disappointments, mastermind
children’s friendships, and
interfere on the playing field. As
teacher and writer Jessica Lahey
explains, even though these parents
see themselves as being highly
responsive to their children’s well
being, they aren’t giving them the
chance to experience failure—or
the opportunity to learn to solve
their own problems. Overparenting
has the potential to ruin a child’s
confidence and undermine their
education, Lahey reminds us.
Teachers don’t just teach reading,
writing, and arithmetic. They teach
responsibility, organization,
manners, restraint, and
foresight—important life skills
children carry with them long after
they leave the classroom. Providing
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a path toward solutions, Lahey lays
out a blueprint with targeted advice
for handling homework, report
cards, social dynamics, and sports.
Most importantly, she sets forth a
plan to help parents learn to step
back and embrace their children’s
failures. Hard-hitting yet warm and
wise, The Gift of Failure is essential
reading for parents, educators, and
psychologists nationwide who want
to help children succeed.
The Collapse of Parenting Free
Spirit Publishing
A powerful look at the importance
of a mother’s presence in the first
years of life **Featured in The Wall
Street Journal, and seen on Good
Morning America, Fox & Friends,
and CBS New York** In this
important and empowering book,

veteran psychoanalyst Erica
Komisar explains why a mother's
emotional and physical presence in
her child's life--especially during
the first three years--gives the child
a greater chance of growing up
emotionally healthy, happy, secure,
and resilient. In other words, when
it comes to connecting with your
baby or toddler, more is more.
Compassionate and balanced, and
focusing on the emotional health of
children and moms alike, this book
shows parents how to give their
little ones the best chance for
developing into healthy and loving
adults. Based on more than two
decades of clinical work, established
psychoanalytic theory, and the
most cutting-edge neurobiological
research on caregiving, attachment,

and brain development, Being There
explains: � How to establish
emotional connection with a
newborn or young child--regardless
of whether you're able to work part-
time or stay home � How to ease
transitions to minimize stress for
your baby or toddler � How to
select and train quality childcare �
What's true and false about widely
held beliefs like "I'm not good with
babies" and “I’ll make up for it
when he’s older” � How to
recognize and combat feelings of
postpartum depression or boredom
� Why three months of maternity
leave is not long enough--and how
parents can take control of their
choices to provide for their family's
emotional needs in the first three
years Being a new mom isn’t easy.
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But with support, emotional
awareness, and coping skills, it can
be the most magical—and
essential—work we’ll ever do.
Parenting with Grace Ember
A guide to effectively
communicating with teenagers
by the bestselling authors of The
Self-Driven Child If you're a
parent, you've had a
moment--maybe many of
them--when you've thought,
"How did that conversation go
so badly?" At some point after
the sixth grade, the same kid
who asked "why" non-stop at
age four suddenly stops talking
to you. And the conversations
that you wish you could
have--ones fueled by your desire

to see your kid not just safe and
healthy, but passionately
engaged--suddenly feel nearly
impossible to execute. The good
news is that effective
communication can be
cultivated, learned, and taught.
And as you get better at this, so
will your kids. William Stixrud,
Ph.D., and Ned Johnson have 60
years combined experience
talking to kids one-on-one, and
the most common question they
get when out speaking to parents
and educators is: What do you
say? While many adults
understand the importance and
power of the philosophies
behind the books that dominate

the parenting bestseller list,
parents are often left wondering
how to put those concepts into
action. In What Do You Say?,
Johnson and Stixrud show how
to engage in respectful and
effective dialogue, beginning
with defining and demonstrating
the basic principles of listening
and speaking. Then they show
new ways to handle specific,
thorny topics of the sort that
usually end in parent/kid
standoffs: delivering constructive
feedback to kids; discussing
boundaries around technology;
explaining sleep and their brains;
the anxiety of current events; and
family problem-solving. What
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Do You Say? is a manual and
map that will immediately
transform parents' ability to
navigate complex terrain and
train their minds and hearts to
communicate ever more
successfully.
Being There Yale University
Press
Roles. They define our rights,
obligations, responsibilities,
beliefs, and even who we are.
How well do we each
understand our respective
roles? How do we teach our
children about proper roles?
How would the problems
children and parents face

change if they better
understood roles? Aren't
parents - whether aggressive,
passive or assertive - always
defining roles anyway? How
do roles affect business
relationships? Why do we see
the roles in today's world
wrapped around so much
confusion and debate when
it's impossible to escape roles?
This book makes roles easier
to understand, and it shows
how to strengthen roles and
empower ourselves and those
we live and work with to reach
our full potential.
ScreamFree Parenting

Penguin
The Peaceful Home approach
to parenting during a
pandemic. We are living
through an unprecedented
and stressful time, and many
parents around the world
have been asked to care for
and educate their children at
home. This presents unique
challenges, especially for
parents trying to work and
oversee their children during
long days at home.
Extraordinary Parenting offers
authoritative, calm, credible
advice that is easy to digest
and put into practise straight
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away, as parents learn to
navigate unthinkable
circumstances. Central to this
quick, informative read is a
guide to building strong,
flexible family rhythms.
Written by a homeschooling
expert with the current
Covid-19 crisis in mind,
Extraordinary Parenting will
have lasting appeal for any
family dealing with a sudden
change in circumstances--or
even just those families who
want to rethink the way their
household and parenting is
structured. What emerges,
through Rickman's

Montessori- and Waldorf-
influenced approach, is a
peaceful parenting style that
fosters a slow childhood and a
holistic family way of being in
the world.
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican
Daughter Silver Torch
Publishing
Evidence-based skills, insight,
and methods drawn from
dialectical behavior therapy
(DBT) to help you gain a greater
understanding of your child’s
behavior, parent them with
compassion and confidence,
and restore peace to your home.
Is your child extremely irritable
most of the time? Do they have

difficulty interpreting social cues?
Are they impulsive and prone to
outbursts or explosive rages?
Parenting a child who has
emotional dysregulation can be a
bumpy ride. You’ve probably
received advice—some of it
unsolicited—from friends,
teachers, and family members.
But strategies and techniques that
work for other kids are usually
ineffective when it comes to your
unique child, and can even lead
to more stress for everyone in
your family. The Uncontrollable
Child is here to help. Written for
parents of children with emotion
dysregulation disorders,
including disruptive mood
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dysregulation disorder (DMDD),
The Uncontrollable Child is a
lifeline. It contains a powerful set
of skills based in dialectical
behavior therapy
(DBT)—including mindfulness,
validation, limit-setting, and
behavior-shaping—to help you
better understand your child and
their behavior, and successfully
find balance between acceptance
and change, flexibility and
consistency, and limits and love.
As a parent, you want the very
best for your child, but if you
have a child with explosive
emotions, you need extra help.
Let this book guide you toward
creating a nurturing, healthy, and

loving environment in which
your whole family can thrive.
The Uncontrollable Child N A S
W Press
This book shows parents the
communication skills they need
to teach their children to govern
themselves. With the proper
family environment and
understanding of childhood
behaviors homes can become
happier.
Unconditional Parenting
Ballantine Books
Laced with humor, practical
examples, and thought-provoking
quizzes, this updated second
edition helps parents discover their
own God-given instructional
manual for creating a highly

individualized, completely Catholic
parenting plan for raising children.
Infinite Jest A House United
Identifies common signs of stress in
parents, offers a six week program
to recover from burnout, and
explains how to recapture the joys
of parenting
What Do You Say?
CreateSpace
A psychologist with a
reputation for penetrating to
the heart of complex
parenting issues joins forces
with a physician and
bestselling author to tackle
one of the most disturbing
and misunderstood trends of
our time -- peers replacing
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parents in the lives of our
children. Dr. Neufeld has
dubbed this phenomenon
peer orientation, which refers
to the tendency of children
and youth to look to their
peers for direction: for a sense
of right and wrong, for values,
identity and codes of
behaviour. But peer
orientation undermines family
cohesion, poisons the school
atmosphere, and fosters an
aggressively hostile and
sexualized youth culture. It
provides a powerful
explanation for schoolyard
bullying and youth violence;

its effects are painfully evident
in the context of teenage gangs
and criminal activity, in
tragedies such as in Littleton,
Colorado; Tabor, Alberta and
Victoria, B.C. It is an
escalating trend that has never
been adequately described or
contested until Hold On to
Your Kids. Once understood,
it becomes self-evident -- as
do the solutions. Hold On to
Your Kids will restore
parenting to its natural
intuitive basis and the parent-
child relationship to its rightful
preeminence. The concepts,
principles and practical advice

contained in Hold On to Your
Kids will empower parents to
satisfy their children’s
inborn need to find direction
by turning towards a source of
authority, contact and
warmth. Something has
changed. One can sense it, one
can feel it, just not find the
words for it. Children are not
quite the same as we
remember being. They seem
less likely to take their cues
from adults, less inclined to
please those in charge, less
afraid of getting into trouble.
Parenting, too, seems to have
changed. Our parents seemed
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more confident, more certain
of themselves and had more
impact on us, for better or for
worse. For many, parenting
does not feel natural. Adults
through the ages have
complained about children
being less respectful of their
elders and more difficult to
manage than preceding
generations, but could it be
that this time it is for real? --
from Hold On to Your Kids
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